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Carole TANKEU (MSc.): Managing Associate
Experience: 20 years +
Focus Area: Gender, Environment, Pollution, Sustainable Urban Development, CSR
Member of The Council of Women in Energy and Environment Leadership CWEEL, member 
of the African Renewable Energy Alliance, Member of wPower Hub among others…
Professional Languages; English and French | Basics of Amharic and Spanish
Trained in Canada and France, Carole joined S2 as a managing partner in 2012

Durando NDONGSOK (MBA, Engr.): Managing Associate
Experience: 12 years +
Focus Area: Climate Change Mechanisms & Finance, Project Management, CSR
Columnist - Financial Nigeria, developing the thematic “Sustainable Development”
Professional Languages; English / French | Basic of Dutch and German
Trained in The Netherlands and Germany, worked in Switzerland and co-founded S2 in 
2009 with his partner in Germany, then relocated to Cameroon in 2010.

Hervé AZEMTSA (MBA, Engr.): Managing Associate 
Experience: 12 years +
Focus Area: Energy & Climate, Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency, Project Finance
Member of the steering committee of the African Renewable Energy Alliance (AREA)
Professional Languages; English / French | Basic of Dutch and German
Trained in The Netherlands and Germany, worked in Germany and co-founded S2 in 2009 
with his partner Durando Ndongsok, then relocated to Cameroon in 2010.

THE MANAGEMENT

OUR VISION
“Integrating Sustainability into business practices in Africa”

OUR MISSION
Serve as a North-South and South-South bridge by developing a 
collaborative platform for all stakeholders while considering the 3 
sustainability pillars: Equity, Environment and Economy

TO HELP ACHIEVE ALL SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS, S2 
FOCUSES ON:

Ø A territorial approach: Capacity building and collaboration with 
decentralized territorial collectivities on energy, climate and 
sustainable development issues

Ø The Youth: Coaching and training of young entrepreneurs  
Ø Gender-Energy: Promoting a gender approach to energy 

production and access  in Africa
Ø Social Entrepreneurship: Development and support of sustainable 

projects and businesses

Full Name: Sustainable Solution‘s Services 

Short Name: S2 Services
Incorporation type: SARL (Limited Liability Company)

Base: Douala, Cameroon

Offices: West Africa (Lomé - Togo, Abidjan – Côte d‘Ivoire), East Africa (Nairobi, Kenya)

Founded: 2009 Germany, 2010 Relocation – Cameroon
Activities: Consulting, Project Development, Climate Finance

Company ID
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10
YEARS

SEEDING for tomorrow 
BRIDGING the gap today!



S2 Services founded in 
Germany

2009

S2 relocates to Cameroon as S2 
Services Sarl

2010

First field trip with KfW for CDM, first 
training consultancy with ENDA Energy 
and OIF (now IFDD). / First Consultancy 
with the Government (MINEE / SNV) –
National Domestic Biogas Program 
Implementation Document

2011

S2 Welcomes Mrs. TANKEU Carole as 
Managing Partner to develop Gender, 
Environment and Social Evaluation 
services.

2012

The first edition of the magazine 
“Sustainable Africa” is developed and 
edited by S2 to promote and shed light 
on Sustainable Practices and 
Sustainability practitioners in Africa

2013

S2 co-organizes with UN Habitat, BOAD 
the first regional conference on 
Renewable Energy and Climate / S2 
Develops the CSR Policy and Strategy of 
the Douala Urban Council

2014

“The insidious aid culture has left African 
countries more debt-laden, more inflation-prone, 
more vulnerable to the vagaries of the currency 
markets and more unattractive to higher-quality 

investment” 

Dambisa Moyo

A BUSINESS APPROACH TO 
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT



S2 is part of the team drafting the 
first iNDC of Cameroon

2015

S2 Partnership with ACREST is 
strengthened.

2016

S2 Develops and Launches the 
“EMPOWER Initiative”

2017

S2 helps register many councils in the 
Covenant of Mayors in Sub-Saharan 
Africa to benefit from Sustainable 
Energy Access and Climate Action 
finance opportunities

2018

S2 joins ACREST ambition to develops 
as a vocational training Centre with 
the creation of ACREST Polytechnical
University. S2 Academy is also 
launched in Douala

2019

S2 launches its future! The AGFI 
“African Green Finance Initiative”

2020

“An entrepreneur is someone who will jump off a 
cliff and assemble an airplane on the way down.”

Reid Hoffman

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
ALL THE WAY



There was no hesitation in my decision to support and join two young entrepreneurs whose

idea was to promote sustainable development of Africa with business approach.

Our observation was clear and is st
ill valid today. Thousands of mechanisms exist in the 

developed world to finance sustaina
ble development in developing countries. Sub-Sa

haran 

Africa does not benefit enough be
cause of lack of capacity at local

 level to first understand 

what it is, then follow the rules to
 benefit from the support in the form that the mechanism 

is providing it. Having studied and
 worked in Europe and North America, S2’s management 

is currently the right mix if you are looking for a sustaina
ble development partner in Africa. 

I am particularly proud of our focus on
 our vision over the years! We started with climate 

finance services, added environmental and social assessment, gender, RE & EE, CSR, GIS, 

Sustainable cities among others… 

Mrs. Carole TANKEU (MSc.)

Managing Associate

STRENGTHENING



RESILIENCE & ADAPTATION

Durando NDONGSOK (MBA, Engr.) 
Managing Associate

The core business that was to support all other businesses was climate
finance. And We found important to move back and locate in Douala,
Cameroon in 2010 to be close to project developers. Few month later,
the climate finance market completely crashed, leaving us the choice to
go back and claim our jobs in Europe that were still available, or
adjust to circumstances.

WE ADJUSTED!

Today, beside the expertise in climate finance, S2 has developed a lot
of expertise doing consulting business. Renewable energy, energy
efficiency, waste management, capacity building etc. are just a few of
expertise that S2 too has developed.

Many partnerships have been sealed and S2 is member of multiple
networks to promote sustainable development. S2 for instance
participated to the foundation and still holds a sit in the steering
committee of the African Renewable Energy Alliance; S2 co-founded the
association Light 4 All Cameroun …



ACTIVITY MAP… Sustainability matters everywhere!

“There comes a time when 
humanity is called to shift to a 
new level of consciousness…that 
time is now”

Wangari Maathai



What does it mean to integrate 

sustainability in business practices in 

Africa?

______________________________

A glance at S2’s work over the years

AUDIT
POLICY
Project Dev.
STUDY
Training

ACTIVITY TYPES

Biofuels
Climate
Climate Finance
CSR
EE
EMS
ESIA
LEDS
RE
REDD+

INTERVENTION SECTORS CLIENTS SAMPLE

Councils

Governments

International Org.

Private Companies
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STUDY / Int. Org / RE Multi-Countries - Global Energy Transformation Program (GET.pro) - Covenant of 
Mayors Sub Sahara Africa Phase III

Project Dev. / Private 
Comp. / Climate Finance Improved Cook stove production and distribution in Ghana

STUDY / Int. Org / RE Support the expansion of energy access and promote the productive use of 
renewable energy in rural Cameroon 

STUDY / Council / Climate 
Finance Development of the climate and energy access diagnosis of Fokoué

STUDY / Government / RE Definition of institutional mechanisms for the use of renewable energies in the 
development of information and communication technologies (ICT) in rural areas

POLICY / Government / 
Biofuel Biofuels policy recommendations for Cameroon

ELECTED ACTIVITES



STUDY / 
Government / 

REDD+
Feasibility study and Project Design Document (PDD) for a REDD+ for the “Conservation of 

Ouro-Doukoudje forest and reforestation of lac Lagdo western shores

AUDIT /Private 
Company / 

Climate Finance
Objective Observer to carbon finance improved cooking stoves distribution by Atmosfair in 

Cameroon

STUDY / 
Government / 

Climate Finance
Intended Nationally Determined Contribution (INDC) Cameroon

STUDY / 
Government / RE

Development of the « Program Implementation Document » for the National Domestic 
Biogas Program

Training / 
Government / 

Climate
Training of Energy planners different African countries in considering Climate and 

Sustainable Development to plan energy policy, program and projects

ELECTED ACTIVITES



PROFIT 
AND LOST 
STATEMENT  
2019 / 2018

2019 2018

538 472          9 664             
538 472          9 664              

additional purchases 4 292                2 976              
1 962                273                  

326 753          9 759             
41 975             1 243               
14 153              638                 

45 599            8 178              
434 733          23 067           
103 739          (13 403)         
103 739          (13 403)         

-                    -                  
103 739          (13 403)         

IN USD 31/12/2019 31/12/2018

customers 19 614             14 201            
other receivables 4 133                3 561              
Total current assets 23 747             17 761              
Tangible and intangible assets 41 333             50 000          
Total fixed assets 41 333              50 000          
TOTAL ASSETS 65 080            67 761           

Total short-term liabilities 53 365             11 343            
Total long-term liabilities 11 722               49 527           
Total fund capital -                    6 974             
TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 65 087             67 845           

Transport
Foreign services
Taxes
Other charges
Personnel expenses
TOTAL EXPENSES

In USD
INCOME
Service sales
TOTAL INCOME
EXPENDITURE

RESULT OF OPERATION
RESULT BEFORE CHANGE IN FUND CAPITAL
Change in fund capital
ANNUAL RESULT

ASSETS

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES



Salomé NOUTAT

MSc. Project Management

Portfolio Manager

Relinda KOUKOYI

BSc. Energy Management and Env.

Project Assistant

NSUGA Mylène 

PhD. Candidate – Env. Management
MSc. Environmental Management
Project Developer

Greder FOLINOU

BSc. Management

Project Assistant

Mbacham CHENYUEI

MSc. Environmental Management

Project Developer

Chimène AZONKEU

BSc. Financing and Accounting

Admin. and Finance Assistant

Yanick MELOGMO

PhD. Candidate – Biochemistry
MSc. Biochemistry
Business Developer

Pierre Roger DEMANOU

BSc. Accounting Management

Accountant

Dr. Djakba NDARWE

PhD. Physics – Energy

Director S2 REEESD Academy

Alain-Giresse ZEUFACK

B.Eng. Automation

Energy Auditor / Solar Energy

2020



2019
FIELD / PROJECT WORK WITH THE 
PARTNER PR. CAMIL KOFFIGAN AGBATI 
OF TMSU IN TSEVIE, TOGO

2019
FIELD / PROJECT WORK 
A PRODUCTION LINE FOR EFFICIENT COOKING 
STOVES IN KUMASI, GHANA

2018
SIGNING THE PARTNERSHIP
WITH TMSU
LOME, TOGO



2020
SDGs TALK  WITH THE YOUTH OF THE GREEN 
AFRICA FOUNDATION
NAIROBI, KENYA

2019
TRAINING WOMEN TO PRODUCE SOLAR 
SYSTEMS. SIDE EVENT, COMSSA MEETING IN 
YAOUNDE, CAMEROON

2019
WOMAN IN SCIENCE LEADERSHIP BREAKFAST, 
NEF AFRICA SCIENCE WEEK
NAIROBI, KENYA

2020
FIELD / VISITING THE GREEN CHARCOAL 
PRODUCTION SITE BY KEMIT ECOLOGY DOUALA, 
CAMEROON

2020
CAROLE’S  COACHED STARTUP BENDO 
CROWNED 1ST AT VIVA TECH 200 CHALLENGE IN 
DOUALA, CAMEROON



2019
AFRICA DAY, S2 INVITED
VIENNA, AUSTRIA

2018
UNOSD/UNECA WORKSHOP ON WATER-FOOD-ENERGY NEXUS
UNECA CENTRE IN ADDIS-ABABA, ETHIOPIA

2019
AREA CELEBRATING 10 YEAR WITH A WORSHOP ON WATER AND 
ENERGY TO REDUCE WATER BORNE DESEASES
ABUJA, NIGERIA

2019
ENDA / IFDD TRAINING ON ENERGY PLANNING
1 OF THE 12 TRAININGS WITH S2 INVOLVED IN AFRICA
COTONOU, BENIN

2019
YAOUNDE, CAMEROON

2018
AUSTRIAN LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
VIENNA, AUSTRIA



2016
S2 REPRESENTED AT THE COP 22
MARRAKECH, MOROCCO

2018
S2 PARTNERS WITH UN-HABITAT TO SENSITIZE OVER 30 MAYORS ON SUSTAINABLE 
ENERGY ACCES AND CLIMATE ACTION PLAN, CoMSSA.
MAROUA, CAMEROON

2018
S2 AT THE  WATER-FOOD-ENERGY NEXUS UNOSD / UNECA MEETING
ADDIS-ABABA,  ETHIOPIA

2014
YAOUNDE - CAMEROON



It feels particular…
to be invited by the ECCAS to chair a session during the AU 50th Anniversary...

to be invited to review and contribute to a UNEP publication on enabling
measures for an inclusive green growth in Africa..

to give inputs on clean energy solutions to enable sustainable development in
Canaan in Haiti…

to propose sustainable energy concept and project notes to the government of
Tanzania for their Capital Region’s Master Plan…

to travel around in African Countries training energy planners on integrating
climate and environment in order to plan energy systems and electrification
differently…

to be selected to participate to the Austrian Leadership Program…

to meet and work with the likes of Dr. Vincent KITIO and be part of the ACREST
Polytechnical University and Green Village project!

It definitely feels particular to realize that you have a wonderful team
at S2, with whom you are taking sustainability everywhere!

IMPACT

Hervé AZEMTSA (MBA, Engr.), 
Managing Associate



BEYOND Today… 
our moto, leads to the following IMPACT & RESULT BASED Initiatives…

KIDS and 
WOMEN

INSTITUTIONS

STUDENTS PROFESSIONALS

S2 Renewable Energy, Energy Efficiency and Sustainable 
Development Academy

« The only source of knowledge is EXPERIENCE », A. Einstein

EMPOWER Initiative

Improve the Working and Living 
Conditions of Healthcare & Education 
Professionals in Rural Area with limited to 
no electricity access through Crowd-
Funded Clean Energy Solutions

www.empower-initiative.org 

W4SECA Network
Women for sustainable Energy 

& Climate Action

SDGs Talks
Student today, Leader tomorrow: My Challenge and 
Responsibilities towards SDGs. 90 minutes of discussion 
with students every week, to build a network and trigger 
engagement across all stakeholders in the country and 
continent…

At S2, we are committed to help achieve SDGs in Africa. That is why we constantly look at providing platforms 
from which financing can be mobilized from anywhere in the world for impactful actions in the continent! 



Mrs. Carole TANKEU
“Sustainability is also trusting and 
showing the path to the youth through 
coaching, mentoring and investment”
S2 makes time available for that!

At S2, Carole has been given the important mandate to show a sustainable path to the youth!

As a Startup Mentor, Investor and Ecosystem Builder, she is passionate about the vibrant TECH STARTUP
scene in Africa. Carole is mostly involved in the Cameroonian tech space and engaged through one-on-one
coaching and mentoring programs, especially for young girls in STEM.

Since 2015, she is an Advisory Board Member of the Cameroonian social enterprise GiftedMom, a leading
mobile health solutions provider in Africa. GiftedMom has received several awards and recognitions (Oslo
Business for Peace Award 2019, World Summit Award 2018, Gavi INFUSE Pacesetter 2017, 2017 Digital
Africa Award, African Start Up Award 2015, Queen Elizabeth II).

She coaches and mentor:

Arielle KITIO TSAMO, Director at CAYSTI (Cameroon Youth School Tech Incubator) | Orange Fab France,
Next Einstein Cameroon Ambassador, Forbes 30 Under 30, 2016 Techwomen Fellow, 2019 Magaret Prize.

Guillaume Olivier MADIBA, co-founder and CEO of Kiro’o Games, a Cameroonian privately held video
game, animation, development and publishing company. Aurion is the first video game of Central Africa
launched in 2016. Guillaume Olivier Madiba is a 2016 YALI Fellow. Kiro’o Games raised 435 millions FCFA
(USD 750,000) through crowdfunding

Guy NGOUNOU, founder and CEO of Bendo, a Cameroonian company specializing in the conception and
manufacturing of medical, electronic and energy devices as well as embedded systems, particularly
deafness detection device (Son’Or) and hearing aid (Balafon).

“It has been established that more radical innovations come from micro, small and medium enterprises,” “These enterprises play a key role in 
the transition to green economies and sustainable development in general by greening the existing business models and creating new 

business models that are not only economically profitable but also create environmental and social inclusiveness.” 
Beatrice Anywar, State Minister for Environment of Uganda



Mrs. Carole TANKEU
We need more African women in the energy 
sector to both ensure appropriate energy 
transition and tackle climate change. They 
care more, they manage resources best and 
yet they are most affected by climate change 
and energy poverty! “There is change happening, but it’s not happening fast enough. In the meantime, what women have to do is grin and bear 

the challenges they face.” 

Ndidi Nwuneli Founder, AACE Foods

GENDER

Africa has so much promises but gender inequality on the continent remains high. Currently, Carole is
focusing on Clean Energy awareness among African women in order to contribute advancing towards
three critical Sustainable Development Goals (SDG 5, SDG 7 and SDG 13).

Gender equality and women’s empowerment are cross-cutting priorities across all aspects that need to
be taken in account. Her mission is to ensure a gender approach in both S2 activities and portfolio. She
provides consultancy work and energy project management services as well as addressing gender
inequality challenges. She is dedicated to aid the increase in leadership and development of young
women involved in the African energy and climate branch.

She joined Women in Africa Power (WiAP), the Council of Women in Energy and Environment
Leadership- East Africa (CWEEL-EA) and Global Women’s Network for the Energy Transition (GWNET).
She strongly believes that Women in Energy platforms represents great opportunities to enhance women
empowerment in energy sector.

She has been a speaker on Women in Energy Webinars series (Webinar on success stories - Women
greening the energy sector (WiAP) and Achieving global energy goals through women's empowerment,
UNFCCC - CTCN)

She’s also a reviewer and consultant for African Women in Agricultural Research and Development
(AWARD) on both One Plant Fellowship and AWARD Felowship programs



Thousands of mechanisms in the form of funds, technologies, capacity development etc. exist to finance sustainable development in
developing countries. Africa does not benefit enough because of lack of capacity at local level to first understand mechanisms, then
follow complex rules usually attached to those mechanisms.

To put this into perspectives, of the USD579 billion that was invested in climate finance in 2018, only USD19 billion (3.2%) went to Sub-
Saharan Africa according to Climate Policy Initiative.

Climate finance has the capacity to leverage other private and public financing, at the same time that it makes sure sustainable
development components attached to implemented projects are measured, Monitored and can be Reported and verified any time by
any third party.

S2 just launched the African Green Finance Initiative (AGFI), the first ever African platform to develop green projects in the continent
and find any type of mechanism to support their implementation. For instance, climate finance is used intensively to kick start projects
and then conventional finance can come into play.

The platform does not limit itself to climate finance only, because there is a huge potential for example for companies in Africa and
abroad to finance poverty alleviating projects through their CSR. But projects Well-developed to an acceptable level of maturity do not
exist to help funders have better understanding and be able to MRV the impact and capitalize in their sustainability reports.

In the portfolio of S2, are cookstove production and distribution projects, rural lighting and electrification projects, forestry projects
with emphasis on the mangrove protection. These projects have the capacity to bring sustainable development directly to beneficiaries
and lift them out of poverty.

S2 ANTICIPATED A REVIVAL OF THE CARBON MARKET AND HAS BEEN 
PREPARING FOR IT WITH ITS AFRICAN GREEN FINANCE INITIATIVE ! 



Project developers

Funding organizations

Impact investors

Carbon Assets traders

Organization’s CSR Needs

Environmental & Social Management Services

Sustainable 
Development and 
Climate Action is 

about
IMPLEMENTING 

IMPACTFUL 
activities and making 

sure they last for 
generations.

A PLATFORM
 DEVELOPED BY 

S
2  TO BRIDGE GREEN 

FINANCE TO AFRICA

“We have to find climate-friendly ways of encouraging economic 
growth. The good news is we think they exist”
Jim Yong Kim, President of the World Bank, at the World 
Economic Forum in Davos, January 2013

AGFI
Mobilizing Finance 4 Impact …

Funding Project 
Implementation



AGFI
Mobilizing Finance 4 Impact … CURRENT PROJECT PORTFOLIO

NR Country Project 
Type

Type of funding 
sought

 Estimated funding 
needs USD 

1 Ghana Cookstoves Carbon credits sales 600 000                            
2 Cameroon Cookstoves Carbon credits sales 500 000                            

3 Togo Cookstoves
Carbon credits sales/CSR 
funding 2 600 000                         

4 Cameroon Green charcoal Carbon credits sales 2 000 000                         
5 Cameroon REDD+ mangrove Carbon credits sales 32 000 000                       

6 Cameroon Access to water
Water Benefit 
Certificates 1 500 000                         

7 Cameroon Solar energy Carbon credits sales 30 000 000                       
8 Cameroon Community development CSR funding 200 000                            
9 Cameroon REDD+  Carbon credits sales 10 000 000                       

10 Gambia REDD+ mangrove Carbon credits sales 40 000 000                       
11 DRC REDD+ mangrove Carbon credits sales 40 000 000                       



ACREST GREEN VILLAGE
Vision: Alternative technological and energy solutions fuelling
sustainable development in sub-saharan Africa.

Missions: INFORM, TRAIN, DEMONSTRATE, PRODUCE and
CREATE GREEN JOBS

The Goal: Amodern village built with sustainability principles,
self sufficient in energy and providing a better livelihood;
A model of sustainable rural development best practices.

POWER
GENERATION

FROM
RENEWABLE
SOURCES

CRAFT
CENTER /
Vocational
Training

GUEST
HOUSE (Students,
Visitors, Teachers
Trainee and
Trainers)

Polytech.
Institue CAMPUS
(Labs, Workshops,
Cantine etc. ...)

AGRI-
BUSINESS

INCUBATOR (Rural
Engineering)

ACREST
Consulting

& Engineering
Ltd.

ECO TOURISM
& EDUCATION

Eco-Lodge &
Wellness

ACREST
Manufacturing
(RE and Sustainable
Tech. Solutions on

demand)

Country: Cameroon, Central
Africa

Language: English & French

Regional Cover: Central Africa primary

Total Land Size: 8 Hectares

Landscape: Forest, Mountain
Chain, West Cameroon

Current Staff: 30 at ACREST NGO
currently

Anticipated staff: Over 200 for ACREST
Green Village

Available Resources for Energy: Sun, Water
streams and falls, biomas, wind small scale
(cumulated potential 950 KW), Wind small
turbines.

COMPONENTS

A PARTICULAR MILESTONE

Partnering with ACREST has 
given the opportunity to get 
hand-on sustainable technology 
and frugal innovation.
We are extremely proud to be 
part of the ACREST Green Village 
projects which is the result of 
over 15 years of ACREST NGO 
works and the business approach 
of S2. 

Phase 1 is completed with the 
opening in October 2020 of the 
ACREST Polytechnical University 
and the Craft Center. 

The Green Village Project is still 
fund raising and looking for 
key academic, industrial and 
institutional partners to raise 
the remaining 13 millions 
euros needed to complete all 
components



S2 SERVICES Sarl is the prototype of the Consulting Firm that most young people dream of at the beginning of their career. Innovation, results-based management, creativity and resilience are
the words that best sum up this company. In the light of its decade of expertise and considering the entry into the scene of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and the New Urban Agenda
(NUA) by 2030, S2 today symbolizes the right partner for the formulation of local and contextualized responses to environmental challenges on an international scale. As proof of this, based on
the expertise gained during my stay at S2, and as Urban and Environmental Officer at the Douala Urban Community (CUD) between 2014 and 2019, I designed and coordinated the "Douala,
Sustainable City: sustainable development and enhancement of the Makèpè Missokè site" project, co-financed by the French Development Agency (AFD), the French Global Environment Facility
(FGEF) and the CUD to the tune of 6 million Euros. In addition, not without the highly appreciated contribution of S2, I participated in the elaboration of a "Framework for the elaboration of a
Municipal Adaptation Plan" to the effects of climate change. If it is still necessary to underline it, S2 is a real box of innovative ideas and appropriate solutions for a sustainable and resilient
development in Cameroon and in Africa.
Joseph Magloire OLINGA is currently a Municipal Manager at CUD, in charge of the scientific coordination of the "Douala, Sustainable, City" Project and continues to contribute his expertise on
an ad hoc basis to S2. In addition, Jospeh is a PhD student in Geography, specializing in public policies for planning and sustainable development. S2 Alumni 2012-2014

S2 Services SARL has been a wonderful experience. A place to be for beginners in the world of employment. The chance given to me to learn and apply skills and what I acquired is priceless. The
potential of workers is developed and used to its maximum for the satisfaction of clients and business partners. All this in a quiet and convivial environment created by the simplicity of the
managing directors.
It’s been a rich experience working at S2 services
Sabrina MANDENG (MSc. Environmental Sciences), S2 Alumni 2015 - 2020

My experience with S2 Services has been short but intense and full of lessons for my professional career and my daily life. I had the opportunity to manage several projects and studies, work on
various issues in the field of climate change, renewable energy, ICT and forests. I luckily met and worked with a young, wonderful and dynamic team under a leadership who didn’t only care
about achieving objectives, but also social and personal wellbeing of team members. I came and met people, I left with the real feeling of being part of a family. My wish for the upcoming years
is to see S2 Services maintain high quality standards of results and reach the peaks by becoming this essential structure in its areas of intervention.
I am currently Forest Campaign Manager at Green Peace and remain in touch with S2 very often.
Ranece Jovial NDJEUDJA , S2 Alumni 2018 - 2019

In 2014, at Douala City, I worked alongside Hervé and Durando, enthusiastic and ambitious Cameroonians entrepreneurs. An unforgettable memory for me, a professional and personal
fabulous experience ! I enjoyed their business approach, their competencies and the expertise gained notably during their European years and their pragmatism and willingness to apply it in
their native country. I really felt their energy in their purpose to "push back the boundaries" of CSR. Durando and Hervé also taught me a lot, they really trusted in me when I was still a young
professional. For that, I really thank them a lot !
So I hope that S2 will pursue its growth and its ability to tangibly act and influence environmental policy in Cameroon and in West/Central Africa. I dream that S2 will be at the heart of a positive
change for the environmental and social justice in Africa. Marie HOUDIN (MSc. Management), S2 Alumni 2014

Proud of the time spent together…, thank you! 



It is a great pleasure for me to talk about S2 Services,

I want to stress on the fact that I had the privilege to witness the beginning of this company in Cameroon. Of course there were many questions

especially concerning the sector in which Durando and Herve had founded a company for. Sustainable development Africa was not well known as a

priority for project developers. So I knew from the start when I met the promoters of S2 that they will need to really do a lot of sensitization work to

make sure that people understand and to pay for the services they are offering, which are of course incredible services and most needed in our world

today.

Corona is proving to us that we have to deal with our planet differently, so yeah I gave them the support I could give while working as the

coordinator of the returning experts project of the GIZ and one of my function was of course to support the return of Cameroonian experts who had

studied in Germany and Durando and Herve happened to belong to this group of Cameroonians, so that it is how I came across them.

So what I can say 10 years after is that I am very very happy that the company is still standing and growing sustainably. I am very happy that after

having tried many business models, they seemed to have found the reel one now and that is how it is in Entrepreneurship. I wish S2 all the best for

the next 10, 20, 30 why not 100 years to come, because I think they are on the right path, and things are going to be just okay because behind S2

Services Sarl are two great guys who do in my opinion a great job. Congratulation for this first 10 years… keep networking!

Didier DJOUMESSI
Ph.D Political Sciences / International Relations
GIZ – Mali, Project Director

These words keep you going…

In 2010, I met two young and ambitious Engineers and Managers setting a consulting company in Cameroon. Their determination and their will to
move forward enabled to break different barriers they were facing as much in the business environment of Cameroon and in a field relatively
unknown to many (Sustainable Development and Clean Development Mechanism). I remember that one of our first joint initiative was to launch in
2011 Light 4 All Cameroon, an association promoting clean lighting solution in Cameroon.
In ten years, S2 followed its path and creates a significant impact in Africa. Congratulations!
For me, one of S2 Best Initiative is the (Renewable Energy, Energy Efficiency and Sustainable Development) REEESD Academy.
I particularly like the approach of starting from the grassroot with kids, promoting frugal innovation and bringing the practical content to the theory
our kids and scholars learn at school. I am sure, will soon become one of the main training institute in Africa.
Keep moving guy and let’s continue the fight for Sustainability

Dr. Maxime KAMDEM, Ph.D Energy Economics
Energy Specialist and Teacher of Energy Economics in Universities



The rich cooperation between ENDA Energy (Senegal) and S2 Services (Cameroon) roots 

from a shared vision of supporting the learning process of communities and territories 

in the fields of Energy and Climate Change. It’s been 9 years already that we have 

believed in that cooperation and I am happy it was and still is a great bet! BRAVO S2 

and let’s keep up! 
Secou SARR
Executive Director – ENDA Energie

You decide to start a company for a purpose! Mine got clearer after several exchanges with S2 

who approached me to help build a marketing and communication strategy for their services. I 

then though marketing and communication could serve sustainable development. ANT & Co. got 

founded. The goal and strategy of ANT & Co. is to build on today’s available tools, technologies 

and channels to market and sell “green and sustainable” activities and services at the bottom of 

the pyramid. 

The  10 years achievements of S2 is inspiring and will surely help achieve that .

Antoinette MBASSI, Founder and CEO ANT & Co. 

These words keep you going…



Though I have a lot to say, I will use just a few words to talk about this company combining sustainable
development and social welfare. S2 Services is not only a partner, but a friend, an anchor at this
particular time in which everything makes you feel alone! When we talk about S2, we are talking about
ourselves and likewise when we talk about TMSU, we are talking about S2. As its name suggests,
Services – Serve! And they do it in practice. Sustainable Development, Climate Change, Mitigation,
Adaptation, Energy Access, true and strong partnership… serving twice! That is simply S2 I would say!
Congratulations for your achievement and success moving forward!

AGBATI Koffigan Camil (PhD., Engr.)
Lecturer – University of Lomé (Togo)

Managing Director TMSU International

These words keep you going…

“Guys, we need your services to claim carbon credits for our projects in Africa! What are you doing in Germany?”
These words are from Dr. Gordon AJONINA back in 2010, arguably the guru of African wetlands and mangroves. That
was the call S2 responded by relocating for one of its first CDM assignments of S2 in Cameroon and in Africa.

With Forests & Wetlands Consulting, a firm Dr. Ajonina created in 2012, S2 want to be the leader in mangrove REDD+
project development and management in Africa, to bring the most needed blue carbon and climate finance for the
protection of mangroves and wetlands in Africa.

Beside sharing the knowledge through teaching at universities in Cameroon and abroad, Dr. Ajonina is amongst other the National 
Coordinator of Cameroon Wildlife Conservation Society (CWCS) , the National Coordinator of Cameroon Mangrove & Wetlands 
Conservation Network (CMN) and Technical Advisor to the African Mangrove Network. He has over 60 scientific publications to his credit.



We have to thank Teresa Enthoven who first told me about Hervé Azemtsa and S2 Services when I met her in Douala in February 2017. It took me a bit of

time to stablish contact with Hervé. But then things moved fast and we recommended to the Austrian Embassy in Abuja to invite him to a study tour to

Austria. He was selected as a participant in the Austrian Foreign Ministry’s ”Leadership Program” as a promising young entrepreneur in March 2018 and

was recognized as very active participant.

After having met again at the Promote Exhibition where we both were present with our own stands, S2 Services was invited be the Austrian Economic

Chamber to participate at its Africa Day Forum in November 2019 in Vienna. They made many promising contacts, also with Austrian companies.

To crown our cooperation, we decided to organize an Austrian Trade Mission to Chad and Cameroon together during the first half of 2020. But then

COVID-19 entered the scene and we had to postpone our joint event. We are sure, once the little red dragon will permit us to work normally again, we will

succeed in preparing an interesting mission in close cooperation with S2 Services.

In the meantime, we congratulate Hervé and his company for their achievements of the last 10 years we wish S2 and Hervé all the very best and every

success.

Hannes Scheiner
Commercial Attaché
The Austrian Chamber of Commerce

These words keep you going…
African countries are gradually increasing their rates of access to energy for their economic development and improvement of livelihoods. 

Behind this progress are dedicated, capable and committed energy experts and agencies like S2 Services that are shaping the transition 

towards clean and sustainable energy in Africa.

UN-Habitat has been collaborating with S2 Services since 2014 on the promotion of energy efficiency, renewable energy technologies, 

climate change and sustainable cities concepts for central Africa countries. Together with UNFCCC, BOAD, UNECA, IFDD, ENDA Energy among 

others and the Cameroonian government, UN-Habitat organized 2 regional conferences on Energy, Climates and Sustainable Cities for 

central Africa with the participation of 300 participants from 25 countries in 2014 and 2016.

UN-Habitat has also collaborated with S2 in the development of cities energy strategies for Canaan in Haiti and Dodoma in Tanzania. 

From awareness raising, capacity building, policy formulation, financial mobilization, technology development, project development and 

implementation, etc S2 Services has built an outstanding experience in understanding the energy situation in Africa. Thanks to their support 

the Covenant of Mayors in Sub-Saharan Africa have on board several councils from Cameroon and Tanzania.

In the last 10 years, S2 Services has grown from a small consulting firm to a leading agency in the renewable energy and climate finance in 

Cameroun and other sub Saharan African countries. 

The Urban Energy Solutions of UN-Habitat is proud to have been working with S2 Services in shaping the energy sector in urban area in 

developing countries.

Vincent KITIO (Arch. PhD.)
UN Habitat, Nairobi - Kenya
Chief, Urban Energy Unit



PARTNERS

 

 
   cwcs 

  Cameroon Wildlife  
Conservation Society 



THEY HAVE TRUSTED US 
OVER THE YEARS !





We hope that future generations will 

benefit from what we have started 10 

years ago! The way is long but we 

have welcomed the challenge at S2 

and we expect a brighter future!

Local action – Global impact! Africa 

offers to the world a unique opportunity 

to meet climate targets. With your 

partnership and collaboration we can 

achieve that. Let’s try!

We are committed to help achieve all 

SDGs. It starts small… shedding light on 

champions, working with councils and the 

youth, then mobilizing resources is our 

strategy to get more people engaged! 

HEADQUARTERS: DOUALA, CAMEROON / POBOX 10213, DOUALA / Tel. +237 691 948 469, 679 526 120

REPRESENTATIONS IN NAIROBI (KENYA) EAST AFRICA, LOMÉ (TOGO) AND ABIDJAN (CÔTE D’IVOIRE) WEST AFRICA 

S2 SERVICES SARL
Web.: www.s2-gmbh.com
Email.: info@s2-gmbh.com


